
I have just read Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes by Tony Kushner which is 
currently being taught in some high schools.  I am dismayed that any high school teacher would choose 
this highly polemical, egregiously obscene and profane, pro-homosexual play that denigrates the religious 
faith of many.  

I reject the anticipated caterwauling from teachers about censorship. Parents who object to this and other 
offensive texts are not recommending prior restraint. Rather, they are arguing for reasonable respect for 
parental values and community standards of decency when selecting texts to be taught to minors in 
public schools. Apparently, what teachers actually mean when they squawk about censorship is that they 
will never take into account vulgarity, profanity, obscenity, or the deeply held beliefs of conservatives on 
arguably the single most divisive, contentious issue facing American society. Evidently liberal teachers 
will continue to promote the normalization of what many, including virtually all Muslim traditions, Orthodox 
Judaism, the Roman Catholic Church, and many Protestant denominations, as well as many 
secularists consider sexual perversion. Do faculty members, school boards, and administrations think that 
Muslim families want their sons and daughters discussing oral sex and homosexuality at school at all, let 
alone in mixed groups? Certainly, I, as a Protestant, would not want any of my children to discuss these 
topics in their classes. 

I find it nigh unto impossible to believe that this play was chosen simply because of how critically well 
received it has been within the amoral, arrogant, elitist intelligentsia of American culture who purvey 
cultural collapse. I believe this text was chosen in order to take on the philistines who contend that 
traditional values deserve respect and that there should be an end to the advocacy of liberal views on 
sexual orientation and identity. Choosing an odiously vulgar "gay fantasia" constitutes an insult and an 
aggressive, arrogant challenge to conservative parents.  

What a repugnant and diabolical irony it is that teachers are often prohibited from discussing, even in an 
intellectual (as opposed to proselytical) way, religion, but they may ask students to read and discuss 
"blowjobs" and homosexuality. If nothing changes, and teachers continue to ask adolescents to read and 
discuss texts like this, there is no reason for public school administrations to prohibit students, staff, 
faculty, or administrators from using obscene and profane language or discussing fellatio in the halls of 
higher learning.  

The curious thing is that those liberal educators who with obsessive vigilance monitor public school 
classrooms for violations of the separation of church and state don’t seem to object to the presence of 
religion in Kushner’s gay fantasia. His theology touches on the nature of God, Heaven, angelology, and 
theodicy. I guess it’s okay to commingle the church and state as long as religion is treated in a perverse, 
blasphemous kind of way.  

  


